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Lemon Tree 

"Tantalizing Turkish Treat"

Located in Downtown Halifax, Lemon Tree is the place to be for a

scrumptious bite of Mediterranean and Turkish meals. Rustic yet elegant

and always buzzing with excitement, the mood at this restaurant is set

perfectly for a laid-back meal. The menu present a host of combo meals,

reminiscent of what you would find in a traditional Turkish household.

Infused with the authenticity and essence of Turkey, the food seldom fails

to leave customers disappointed or dissatisfied. Choose from Smyrna

Kofte, Chicken Kebab and Hatay Eksime combo plates and prepare to be

blown away by the richness in flavor and texture of the food served. Top

off your meal with a classic Turkish tea or coffee, which will surely have

you coming back for more.

 +1 902 877 7007  www.lemontreerestaurant

.ca/

 cuneyt05@msn.com  1532 Queen Street, Halifax

NS

 by Jakub Kapusnak on 

Unsplash   

Athens Restaurant 

"Three Decades Of Greek Delights"

If you're in the west end of the city and longing for a taste of Greece, dine

at the Athens Restaurant. The cooks serve up tasty dishes, reasonably

priced, and the plates are full. Your meal begins with a loaf of crusty bread

and your choices of what follows are many. These include Spanikopita,

Saganaki, Moussaka and Kleftiko. The decor is interesting with the entire

wall painted in a mural that might make you forget the winter when you

dine there in January.

 +1 902 422 1595  www.athensrestaurant.co

m

 info@athensrestaurant.co

m

 6273 Quinpool Road, Halifax

NS

 by Geoff Peters 604   

Ela! Greek Taverna 

"Delightful Greek Fare"

If you are hankering for good Greek food, then Ela! Greek Taverna is one

of the finest options in town. This lovely restaurant with its hanging plants,

wooden accents and wine shelves has a charming rustic ambiance to it.

Using only local ingredients from organic producers, their menu is full of

delicious fare. Diners can customize their plates according to their

preference as well. Savor their dishes like Octopus Kalamari Chickpea

Salad, Ela! Souvlaki and Kalamari, Spanakopita, Sausage 'loukaniko',

Mousaka and Scallop Brochettes. If you are two or more, their platters are

a nice option. Complement your meal with wine from their wine list.

 +1 902 876 8899  www.elagreektaverna.ca/  bayerslakegm@elagreekta

verna.com

 215 Chain Lake Drive, Bayers

Lake, Clayton Park, Halifax

NS
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